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It’s not unusual to see teapots on display in museums, cele-
brated for their beauty and craftsmanship. Often they’re
centuries-old artifacts, with fussy floral designs or painted

scenes on porcelain or china, or silver teapots with intricate
engravings or metalwork. But what about coffeepots? They
tend to be more utilitarian than decorative, the workhorses of
our morning routines rather than the centerpieces of an after-
noon ceremony. And unlike a pretty teapot that steeps and
serves tea after a stovetop kettle has done the actual work of
boiling the water, a coffeepot is more likely to do double duty,
used for both making and serving coffee.

So it’s a nice surprise - especially for those of us caught up
in the current wave of coffee-mania - to find coffeepots in a
museum. The contemporary design wing of the Indianapolis
Museum of Art has several in its collection. One of the most
striking is a 1980s three-piece steel-and-copper espresso mak-

er by Aldo Rossi called “La Conica.” The museum’s notes com-
pare its sleek design to a building made of “simple geometric
shapes (a sphere, a cone, and a cylinder). ... The design plays
with the idea of architectural form, reducing it to its simplest
elements.”

Rossi’s own comments about La Conica recall a youthful
interest in coffeepot design: “As a child, I spent hours drawing
coffee pots ... these fantastic geometric forms represented my
idea of beauty. I saw in them domes, towers, minarets, and
other buildings.” “It’s fascinating to think of how the culture of
architecture can be incorporated into the design of a tiny
household object,” said Shelley Selim, associate curator of
design and decorative arts at the Indianapolis museum.

Continental coffee service
The Rossi design was part of a series commissioned by

Alessi, a high-end Italian manufacturer. Another item on dis-
play at IMA is a continental coffee service from the 1930s with
a tall, sleek cylindrical pot, with vertical lines decorating the
top and horizontal lines at the bottom. Anyone who owns or
has seen an ordinary, old-school stovetop espresso maker will
be delighted to know that the iconic Bialetti Moka coffee mak-
er, originally designed in the 1930s, is in the permanent collec-
tions of several museums, including the Museum of Modern
Art in New York.

The Moka, as coffee-lovers know, is a marvel of engineer-
ing as well as design: It makes coffee by forcing boiling water
up from the bottom chamber through the grounds basket
into a pot with a pouring spout. The simple aluminum
machine with eight sides has three screw-together pieces and
a hinged cover with black plastic handle and top knob.

The Indianapolis Museum of Art has a slightly more ele-

gant, less angular version of an espresso maker designed for
Alessi by Alessandro Mendini in 2011. Selim says that contem-
porary coffeemakers are emblems of their time in the same
way that a 17th century silver teapot represents the era of
global sea trade that put tea and coffee within everyday reach
of European consumers.

“What’s really interesting about these designed objects is
how they embody material cultural trends from the time they
were made,” said Selim. “Objects that are contemporary now
will have a totally different meaning in a museum ... as part of
a long historical thread as we move into the future.” — AP

This undated image provided by Bialetti shows an
original Moka Express coffeemaker. — AP photos

This undated image provided by the Indianapolis Museum of Art shows a conti-
nental coffee service from the 1930s with a tall, sleek cylindrical pot, vertical lines
decorating the top and horizontal lines at the bottom.

This undated photo provided by the
Indianapolis Museum of Art shows a cof-
feepot designed by Aldo Rossi and is on
display in the museum’s contemporary
design wing. 

This April 19, 2016 photo shows a coffeepot on the left in a
display from the contemporary design wing at the
Indianapolis Museum of Art.

Flowery teapots in museums, sure, but how about a coffeepot?

One of the biggest relics left behind by the Nazis
is undergoing a radical transformation on a
German island, harnessing a property boom to

become a luxury tourist destination. Developers are
now bringing to life the hulking grey ruin at Prora
where Adolf Hitler failed to realize his dream of a giant
beachfront indoctrination camp. The planned resort
has once again entangled economic interests with his-
torical memory in Germany, where the past looms
large at evocative sites across the country and a gener-
ation of survivors is dying off. The original complex
was intended for up to 20,000 Germans as part of the
Third Reich’s so-called Strength Through Joy propa-
ganda program, whose other 

lasting achievement was the Volkswagen Beetle
“people’s car”.  Recreation and hearty exercise would
have been coupled with on-site ideological teaching
to build loyalty to the Nazis and strong racial identity
among the “Aryan” working class. Building started in
1936 but halted with the onset of World War II in 1939,
leaving a concrete skeleton known as the Colossus of
Prora stretching 4.5 kilometers (2.8 miles) down one of
Germany’s most stunning beaches. Under East
Germany’s communist state, the camp served as mili-
tary barracks so secretive that they did not appear on
travel maps.

Eerie relic 
“This is a site that quintessentially stands for both

the Nazi and the communist eras, where you can gain
a more complete picture of how both systems
worked,” the director of one of two Prora museums,
Susanna Misgajski, said.  “Military conscripts, prisoners
of war, forced laborers, refugees-they were all in Prora
at various points.” Since the regime’s collapse in 1989,
the complex continued to crumble.  After years of false
starts, four of the eight original uniform six-storey
blocks are being developed. A fifth went to the cash-
strapped regional government, which allowed a youth
hostel to open in 2011 and now aims to sell it off
entirely. Blocks six and seven belong to a shadowy
company from Liechtenstein. The Soviets blew up
block eight. 

The Prora Solitaire complex opened this summer
complete with a cream-coloured facade, glass-fronted
balconies, swish apartments and an on-site spa.  The
new look is targeted at moneyed urbanites, with a
ramshackle art gallery and the down-at-the-heel
“Miami” nightclub now gradually giving way to a hip-
ster burger joint and a bakery serving latte macchiato.

“On the one hand there’s an interest in maintaining it
as a memorial,” said sales representative Werner Jung
of Irisgerd real estate, which is building the neighbour-
ing 270-flat Neues Prora (New Prora).

“And on the other there are the interests of the
investors who have put a lot of money into this and
want to see something for it. I think it’s a pretty good
compromise.” The company bought its block for 2.75
million euros ($3.1 million) in 2012 and put about 88
million euros into the renovation. Ninety-five percent
of the apartments have been sold, thanks to tax
breaks afforded to investors in listed buildings, a
healthy economy and record low interest rates.

Prices range between 350,000 euros for a 100-
square-metre (1,000 square foot) ground-floor flat and
650,000 euros for a penthouse with a spectacular sea
view. “It is basically the last new complex in Germany
where you have direct access to such a gorgeous
beach,” Jung said.  

Enduring awe 
But opinions are divided about the dramatic

changes, which are expected to be completed by
2022. “We have enough memorials in Germany,” said
Karsten Rarrasch, 50, a postman from nearby
Stralsund who was building a sandcastle with his
grandson.  “So many years have passed, it’s time to
make something beautiful out of Prora.” However
Katja Lucke, chief historian at another private museum
on site, said that while developers have rescued the
building from disintegration, they should do more to
own up to its murky origins.

“This is a place where 20,000 people were to be
groomed to work and wage war,” she said.  Misgajski
added that witness accounts indicate that between
500 and 600 forced laborers worked on the complex
under the Nazis. The two museums hope to merge in
a permanent space to ensure that Prora’s history is not
whitewashed or forgotten.  But the plan will depend
in part on the outcome of an election on September  4
in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania state, Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s home district, as to whether they can
count on government support. The right-wing pop-
ulist Alternative for Germany (AfD) is polling at around
20 percent with an anti-migrant platform-within strik-

ing distance of Merkel’s conservatives.  “Of course it
isn’t a Nazi party but the AfD has grown strong
because the refugee problem has scared people, par-
ticularly those without much contact with foreigners,”
Misgajski said, noting that Prora’s youth hostel was
used to house asylum seekers last winter. 

She said the resurgence of extremism was yet
another reason why Prora needed to be preserved to
bear witness. The complex belongs to a small group of
mammoth Nazi relics including the Nuremberg party
rallying grounds and Berlin’s grandiose semi-circular
Tempelhof airport terminal. Lucke noted that the
Nazis’ architectural ambition was intended to inspire
awe, an effect that endures to this day and demands
sensitivity of developers. “Of course people see this
gigantic complex and are fascinated by it. But you can-
not afford to make it banal. You have to put it in con-
text.”— AFP

An aerial view of the recently created luxury apartments at the site of the heritage-protected Prora Complex in Prora.
This file photo shows an advertising banner in front of the heritage-protected Prora
Complex that is being turned into luxury apartments in Prora, near Binz, north-eastern
Germany. — AFP photos

A construction site of luxury apartments as part of transformation of the heritage-pro-
tected Prora Complex.

Katja Lucke, chief historian of the heritage-protected Prora Complex.

A construction site of luxury apartments as part of transformation of the heritage-pro-
tected Prora Complex.

Nazi beach resort ruin transforms
into luxury playground

An aerial view of the recently created luxury apartments.


